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Code Words
Programming languages are the
enablers of our digital world.
Here are some popular coding
Languages and their applications:

Go and Rust for
systems
programming.

Competitors include
Java and C++.
Most games are on
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Breaking into computer programming has become easier than
ever, with online training and code libraries. But that hasnt made
life easier for professional coders, who face newer challenges

C++, Now, Rust is
trying to replace tt 4

Juliais for
technical
programming &
machine learning.
Others include

Pvyth n, R,

wift and
‘
Kotli ES used to do

Matlab

'

mobile programming
for iOS and Android,
respectively.

Competitors are

Java and

Ohiective-C

i
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“YPeScnpis for web

programming
and servers.
Ruby and PHP

are other options

Piyush Mishra, self-taught coder and cofounder, Vverloop

: Shelley Singh
iyush Mishra, 30, started programming when he
was 16. An IIT graduate who had moved back to
his hometown in Balasore, Odisha, taught young
Mishra the basics of coding. Gradually, Mishra,
whostudiedin agovernment schoolin Balasore,
mastered PHP, Flash and HTML, and started
coding for local entities — a cricket scoreboard
for a local news channel’s website, sites for local
businesses and so on. The big break came when

Mishra got into the Google Summer ofCode programme, which paid $5,000 for three months in
2011. Freelancing followed, mainly for Europeand US-based companies at $20-25 per hour.
“99% of them were startups. All the things you
discover in a company I discovered on my own,”
recalls Mishra, now proficient in Ruby on Rails,
JavaScript, Go and Python.
In 2015, he cofounded Verloop, a conversational marketing and sales platform.
Mishrais among those who exemplify the evo-

lution of computer programming as a career —
from a field that used to be open exclusively to
engineers with four-year degrees to one that a
motivated high schooler with access to the right
tools online can become competent in.
But while the democratisation of coding and
assistance from vast code libraries has made it
easier to become a coder, other developments
have made life more challenging for professional
coders. A frenetic technology environment
means skills need to be updated frequently, and
client needs favour coders with mastery ofmultiple languages, alsocalled full-stack developers.

“You cannot

think ofbeing a
consultant in

today’s world
with only domain
knowledge.
Digital edge is
equally
important.

Needless to say,
tomorrow’s

workforce needs
tobe all-rounder”
Vaishali Phatak, group
function head-technical
learning, Tech Mahindra

And so the era of the most powerful programming languages known to man is also the era
that paradoxically is turning out to be a very
challenging one for developers, who must hold
their own against arelentless stream of new languages, versions and tools.

Shilige, a technology veteran with nearly
three decades of experience, opted for Python,

as a favourite for programming for artificial intelligence, machine learning and data analytics. Javascript is swiftly catching up to challenge Python’s supremacy, with its ability to
support full stack web and mobile app development. Go is good for high-performance networking and multi-tasking. Facebook and Instagram are powered by React.js. Swift is for iOS
and Kotlin is preferred for Android. Julia scores
in technical applications (like data science,
aerospace, engineering), Go & Rust are popular for system programming; Typescript for
web programming, and so on.
Programmers try to master multiple languages as they no longer work in silos but in an interdisciplinary environment. This is a marked difference from an earlier era where coding companies workedinan assembly-line environment,
where most coders did one thing repeatedly.
“In the good old days, it was a waterfall model
of working. You did one thing at a time and
things were largely stable. Now you might have
four versions of an app in one year. Automation

“because ofits popularity and power. In the new

is making life complicated,” says Anurag Seth,

API world, knowing how technology works
helps me in my focus on reviewing and deliver-

VP & head oftalenttransformation at Wipro. For
instance, coders who work on Angular, a language used to make apps, had to master nine
versions it released in the last three years.
“Most solutions today adapt horses for courses approach,” says Ramanujam Thirumalai,

The ubiquity and dominance of code means
many corporate leaders are deciding to be conversant in coding themselves.
Pradeep Shilige, global head of delivery at
Cognizant, did an advanced Python certificate
course from Coursera and is now mentoring his
team. Cognizant CEO Brian Humphries said ina
note to employees: “He exemplifies what it
means to continually learn new skills and then
apply them to benefit our clients.”
Prabhat Kiran, lead developer for process
automation at Infosys, knows R, Nia, Java and
.Net to write code for Artificial Intelligence (AD,
Machine Learning (ML), chatbots, automation

systems and so on.

ing solutions that bring our digital capabilities to
life for clients.”

Swiss-Knife Style Coders
Coderstoday need tolearnarange oflanguages.
The current generation of programmers
love Python —an old language that has emerged

senior VP, StackRoute (an NIIT initiative). “Ear-

lier, language was decided on the basis of the
skill sets available. Now applications require

USPs of
Languages

“Having a knowledge of
abstractions is important
for programmers. The
number ofplatforms and
the options you have today
are huge”

“Many earlier generation languages
required a tradeoff: pick either ease
of use or performance, but not both
/4 simultaneously. Modern languages
combine both”
Viral Shah, co-creator, Julia language

Nitesh Nandy, CTO & cofounder, Hiver

Python
Lighter compared to Java
Supports higher order function
computations
Flexibility
Variety oflibraries

Swift orios)
Safe,fast, expressive
Powerful and flexible
Excellent error handling and
advanced control flow

Kotli

otlin,

LC
॥

Kotlin (forAndroid)
Java-based framework
Efficiency

Massive interoperability
Reducing crashes at runtime
Safe and reliable, Low cost of
adoption

React Native
(for mobile app development)
Customisable components
leveraging native features
More feasibility for developers
to work with components in the

comfort of their Language
Simplified app flow as
compared to complicated
frameworks
Easy to debug and rebuild
Note: List is indicative, not exhaustive

Top 10

teams to choose the most apt lansuch as scientific calculations, algoguage for a given problem.”
rithms and machine learning add to
A developer working on the fronits appeal.
tend today must know modern
Nitesh Nandy, CTO & co-founder,
In terms of adoption
JavaScript and for machine learning
Hiver (an email collaboration platapplications, Python or R tend to be
form), says, “Python has a simple
used more.
and intuitive syntax. This results in
Kiran ofInfosys uses R language for
better developer productivity.”
AI/ML, Nia for chatbots, and Java &
Python is a preferred choice as a
.Net for robotic process automation.
first programming language bePooja Bulla, user interface (UD) decause of low barrier to entry and
veloper with Cognizant, trained in
ease of use.
HTML, CSS, JavaScript and Angular 2
Vaishali Phatak, group function
on her own after college to upgrade
head-technical learning at Tech Maskills for next-gen opportunities. Curhindra, says: “A coder has to code
rently, she is developing some comless because the library is rich. Thatis
ponents of an e-commerce mobile
why it finds support across arange of
app and also learning React JS (a
applications such as gaming, image
Javascript library for user interfaces)
processing, infrastructure manageon the side. Next on her learning calment services, data science, AI and
endar is Vue.JS, which combines the
analytics.”
syntaxes ofboth Angular 2and React.
Python has been the fastest grOwIn this super specialised digital
ing language in the last five years,
world, technology is no longer in the
mainly due to its machine learning
backend but in the frontend — the
capabilities. However, large enterbankis an app, bills get delivered and
prise systems continue to be writpaid digitally, voice-enabled systems
ten in Java. “Modern languages are
Source: IEEE Spectrum
can help you shop at e-commerce
lot more powerful and allow prosites, besides networking with anygrammers to write sophisticated
one anywhere. Large amounts of data are being
applications with much less effort,” adds Shah,
collected due to smartphones, sensors, cameras,
the Julia co-creator. The large installed applicamicrophones becoming all pervasive in business
tions written in existing languages need to be
and personal environments. Machines need that
supported for decades to come and for coders
capability to process all this data to help you
it triggers continuous learning — keep abreast
make decisions.
with both old and new.
Naturally, all this, says Viral Shah, co-creator,
This environment poses a challenge for softJulia (a programming language), “creates huge
ware companies with large workforces that must
burden on programmers who have to be multibe kept relevant. At Wipro, itis a three level prodisciplinary. They have to be not only good process — awareness, knowledge and expert level.
grammers, but also learn to work with large
All employees need to be aware ofwhat iS new.
amounts of data and learn the necessary maths
At the next level, Knowledge, they pick up three
to understand the algorithm’s capabilities and
new skills and the next level prepares them to be
limitations.”
like a Swiss Knife — certified in full-stack software
For programmers, the more they know, the
testing, programming, quality and engineering.
better they get. Ifin an earlier era it would suffice
At Infosys, employees are encouraged to acquire
togo deep into one language, now they need to go
skills out of a portfolio of 36. These range from
wide as well - know more than one. A
cloud architects, IoT, analytics, data
coder developing a car pooling app
science and so on.
works on log-in, frontend (UI/UX),
While there are libraries to make
screen design, functioning of the enthings easier, languages can fall off
gine (backend code), data storage in
the popularity charts, keeping coders
cloud, payment gateway, location-reon the edge.
lated functionalities, and so on.
“Five years back, different profesHot Today, Gone Tomorrow
sionals would do these steps. ToPopularity of languages, points
day lines and getting blurred and
out Prashanth Chandrasekar, CEO,

Languages
in 2019

the same programmer has to code

“Technology

Stack Overflow, depends on a

and ensure business outcomes.
It’s a new way of working,” says
Seth of Wipro.

lifecycles are
shrinking. There
is a new model
ev.
.

number offactors. “How loved itis
(ike Rust), how easy to use (Pybthon)fand how prominentit has
een for many years (JavaScript).”

Ery SIX months.

Popularity of programming lan-

Age of Python
Python ranks among the most pop-

Our customers

guages also depend on applica-

ular languages because of its ease

expect

tions and use cases. It should be

ofuse. It’s a hot favourite for AL ML
and data analytics. Itscoresinsim-

programmers to
be multi-skilled”

easy to comprehend and must be
suitable to meet industry de-

plicity, ease oflearning and offersa
high degree of extensibility. A vast
collection of libraries for activities

Anurag Seth

mands. “A language lasts long only
ifits design is sturdy, it is predictable (simple syntax/semantics) and

9

VP & head, talent
transformation, Wipro

has arich library,” says Phatak. For instance, PHP
(used in web servers) has gone down in popularity as other languages have risen. Most recently,
Go has taken hold on web servers. Though Go is
great for system level stufft00.
Python is the top programming language and
was used by 41.7% of respondents at Stack Overflow (asite for programmers) survey, followed by
Java, used by 41.1%. While Kotlin and Swift are

languages used to build applications for both Android and iOS operating systems. “Both are reliable, fast and safe. Kotlin, being billed as the future
ofAndroid app development, improves the performance of applications, comes with a range of
functionality and allows addition of extra features,” says Stefaan Van Hooydonk, chief learning officer, Cognizant.Its other features include
interoperability (Java codes can run on Kotlin
and vice-versa), reduction in runtime crashes
and low cost ofadoption.

“Unlike in the past,
most solutions
today adapt horses
for courses
approach. Many
applications today
require teams to
choose the apt language for the
given problem”
Ramanujam Thirumalai, senior vice president,
StackRoute (an NIIT initiative)

An Engineer's Domain
With the widespread availability ofcode libraries,
programming is getting simpler and there is a bigger focus on getting creative people (with liberal

arts background) for coding as the focus is on designing simple and easy to use systems. However,
that is more in theory (at least in India), than in
practice. For example, 95% ofInfosys employees
are engineers and non-engineers are engaged in
maintenance type jobs. “In the US, liberal arts
graduates are quick to learn coding. In India, we

expect them to clear teststobe considered on par
with engineers. A small number of graduates do
pass the test,” says Krishnamurthy Shankar, EVP
and group head, HRD, at Infosys.
Globally, the thinking that programming as a
skill should be acquired by even school children has been gaining ground, as at its core it
combines skills of design, language and problem-solving.
“These are powerful skills to acquire and programming can be a tremendously satisfying crea-

tive process. It’s unfortunate that creative aspect
of programming was put on the back burner in
the last couple of decades with the software factory modelthat our industry adopted,” says Udai
Singh, chief strategy officer, NIT. “Fortunately,
we are seeing a revival of the creative problem
solving & product mindset aspects of program-

ming now,” he adds. m
shelley.singh@timesgroup.com

